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Adaptive Receiver Structures for Fiber
Communication Systems Employing
Polarization-Division Multiplexing
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Abstract—Polarization-division multiplexing (PDM) is emerging
as a promising technique for increasing data rates without in-
creasing symbol rates. However, the distortion effects of the fiber
transmission medium poses severe barriers for the implemen-
tation of this technological alternative. Especially, due to the
fiber-induced polarization fluctuation orthogonally transmitted
PDM signals are mixed at the receiver input. Therefore, a receiver
compensation structure needs to be implemented to recover the
original orthogonal transmitted components from their mix-
tures at the end of the fiber channel. This is in fact the focus
of this article where a receiver algorithm is based on a recently
proposed blind source separation scheme exploiting magnitude
boundedness of digital communication signals. Through the use of
this scheme, new receiver algorithms for recovering the original
polarization signals in an adaptive manner are proposed. The key
feature of these algorithms is that they can achieve high separation
performance while maintaining the algorithmic complexity in a
fairly low level that is suitable for implementation in optical fiber
communication receivers. The performance of these algorithms
are illustrated through some simulation examples.

Index Terms—Blind signal processing, PDM, PMD, fiber optic.

I. INTRODUCTION

C ENTRAL to the research efforts in optical fiber commu-
nications is to increase data rates to meet the growing

demand for high bandwidth applications such as video on de-
mand, teleconferencing, etc. There are different technologic al-
ternatives to be utilized for this purpose. The development of
corresponding methods along with the investigation of their ef-
ficiency and the practicality is an area of active research.

The most direct approach is to increase the data rate by in-
creasing the symbol rate, and therefore, the physical transmis-
sion bandwidth. However, the increasing frequency-selective
behavior of the fiber as a function of bandwidth, which is mainly
due to the polarization mode dispersion [1]–[5] (PMD), is a
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major obstacle. There are different receiver compensation alter-
natives, optical [6]–[11] or electrical [12]–[20], to counteract the
intersymbol interference (ISI) caused by the frequency selective
behavior. However, a major limiting factor in optical fiber com-
munication systems is the limited availability of computational
resources per symbol, which clearly decreases with the growing
symbol rate.

Another approach is to squeeze more information bits into
given bandwidth by using more complex modulation schemes
than ON–OFF signalling, such as the use of multilevel constel-
lations potentially in connection with some channel precoding
schemes (e.g., multitone scheme) [21], [22]. Pursuing these
alternatives would have clear implications on both transmitter
and receiver complexities. The constraint on the real-time
implementation of corresponding DSP blocks would be a clear
bottleneck.

The utilization of both orthogonal polarizations at the same
wavelength as multiplexed transmission paths in a fiber, i.e.,
polarization-division multiplexing (PDM) [23], is a promising
method for increasing the information capacity of a fiber. PDM
would simply enable a factor of two increase in bandwidth ef-
ficiency subject to the availability of intelligent coding/multi-
plexing schemes and efficient receiver algorithms. Despite its
promising features, there are practical problems in the imple-
mentation of the PDM method. The main issue is the mixing of
the transmitted symbols in both space (polarization) and time
dimensions due to the random fiber-induced polarization fluc-
tuations and PMD. For relatively low symbol rates, which is the
subject of this paper, the mixing in time, i.e., ISI due to PMD,
can be ignored. However, the mixing of the two polarization se-
quences due to the random fluctuations of the polarization states
in a fiber would still be an important issue. Therefore, intelli-
gent receiver methods are needed to separate the original po-
larization signals from their mixtures. Due to the nonstationary
behavior of the fiber, the separation needs to be done in an adap-
tive manner.

Due to the promise of doubling bandwidth efficiency, PDM
has received considerable attention in the literature. PDM to-
gether with WDM was employed to enable terabit/s transmis-
sion in a single strand of fiber in 1996 [23]. PDM with solitons
was used to double fiber information capacity in ultra-long-haul
transmission in [24]. In both [23], [24], an RF pilot tone or a
dither signal is added to one of the polarizations and the two
polarization channels are demultiplexed using an optical polar-
ization beam splitter and an active optical polarization controller
that is electronically controlled based on monitoring the RF
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Fig. 1. Overall fiber link and compensator for PDM transmission.

pilot tone/dither signal in the receiver. In [25], slightly different
amounts of optical power is launched into the two polarization
channels, and the detected power difference between the two
channels is used as the feedback signal to control the dynamic
optical polarization controller. With this technique based on
channel power imbalance, one does not need to modify the ex-
isting receiver electronics. The control electronics needed does
not need to work at the symbol rate and can be much slower. In
[26], a control signal for the dynamic optical polarization con-
troller is obtained based on computing auto- or cross-correla-
tions in the receiver that quantify the amount of crosstalk be-
tween the two polarization components. We note here that, in the
PDM technique, two independent data sets are transmitted on
each of the two orthogonal polarizations using ON–OFF keying
or other modulation formats such as (differential) phase-shift
keying [(D)PSK]. There is also a class of technique, which use
polarization as another dimension in forming a signal constella-
tion, such as the one described in [27] that employs a quaternary
signalling scheme based on the total power transmitted in the
two polarizations, and the one in [28] that uses joint phase-po-
larization-shift keying in a direct-detection quaternary scheme.
The advantage of both of these techniques is that a dynamically
controlled optical polarization controller is not needed and a
quaternary receiver with a simple structure can be used. A sim-
plified receiver structure in this case comes at the cost of using
a suboptimal (in terms of BER for given power) signal constel-
lation scheme. However, if PDM is used along with coherent
receiver structures [29], [30], one can also avoid using dynam-
ically controlled optical polarization controllers and implement
adaptive algorithms purely in electronics in order to compen-
sate for the fiber-induced polarization fluctuations. Moreover,
with coherent detection, one can also use optimal, multibit sig-
naling schemes such as (D)QPSK in order to further increase
bandwidth efficiency and information capacity of the fiber. In
devising adaptive algorithms in order to compensate for the po-
larization fluctuations, the use of training sequences is imprac-
tical and bandwidth inefficient in most cases. In this paper, we
consider the use of unsupervised, or blind, adaptive algorithms
that do not require any kind of pilot/dither signals and that can
be implemented purely in electronics in order to separate the
two polarization components and compensate for the fiber-in-
duced polarization fluctuations.

The separation of original sources from their mixtures is an
active research problem under blind source separation (BSS)
and independent component analysis fields. Applicability of a
given BSS algorithm to the PDM separation problem depends
on its performance, robustness, data efficiency, and computa-
tional complexity. In fact, the most challenging issue is to de-
velop an algorithm, which has sufficiently low complexity to

work in high symbol rates of fiber links while achieving a de-
sired level of separation performance. For this reason, we pro-
pose the use of the BSS approach for magnitude-bounded (MB-
BSS) signals proposed in [31] and its extensions for fiber com-
munication applications. MB-BSS approach provides a suitable
framework for the development of low-complexity blind struc-
tures, and in this article, we demonstrate that PDM receivers de-
signed based on MB-BSS have the desired low-complexity and
high-performance separation features.

The organization of the article is as follows: In Section II,
we introduce the low data rate channel model and the simula-
tion model we use in this article. Section III poses the polar-
ization demixing problem as a BSS problem. In Section IV, the
MB-BSS algorithm is introduced as an unsupervised adaptive
solution for the polarization mixing problem. We provide ex-
tensions to this algorithm to reduce implementation complexity
and describe simplified hardware for compensator system de-
sign. Furthermore, in Section V, we provide simulation results
to illustrate the performance of the resulting receiver structures.
Finally, Section VI gives the conclusion.

II. LOW SYMBOL RATE CHANNEL MODEL

In the PDM scheme, two independent signals are transmitted
over two orthogonal polarizations. Fig. 1 shows the overall
block diagram corresponding to PDM-based fiber link. The
PDM multiplexed signals at the transmitter travel along the
fiber and reach the receiver. These signals are demodulated by
a coherent receiver structure (see for example [30]) in order
to extract in-phase and quadrature-phase components of two
orthogonal polarizations of the received signal. However, due
to the fiber-induced polarization fluctuation and the PMD of the
fiber channel, these signals are distorted and mixed versions of
the original multiplexed transmit signals. For this reason, a fiber
optic link using PDM transmission scheme can be modeled as
a 2 2 multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channel, where
we have two input signals, orthogonal polarization signals sent
by the transmitter, and two output signals, the mixtures of the
original transmitted signals at the receiver. As a result, the
compensator for this type of a channel must also be a 2 2
system that tries to extract two independent original polar-
ization signals from their mixtures. Finally, the compensator
outputs are sent to two separate decision devices.

We build a simulation model for the channel to enable the
numerical experimentation of the overall fiber communication
link in a computer environment. The simulation model con-
sists of three parts. First part is the transmit filter used for pulse
shaping. Second part is the fiber channel with PMD, and third
part is the receive filter matched to the transmit filter. First, we
obtain frequency-domain transfer functions of all components
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and combine them to obtain the overall transfer function. Then,
a discrete-time channel impulse response is extracted by fitting
a finite-impulse response (FIR) filter to the overall frequency
spectrum with a least squares approximation. As we use PDM,
all of these parts are 2 by 2 systems.

At the transmitter, square-root raised cosine pulse filters are
employed as transmit filters. At the receiver, matched filters to
maximize SNR are used. The aim in using such transmit–receive
filter pairs is to achieve bandwidth limitation of the signal and
send the signal in a suitable form to resist ISI. What remains
is the mathematical modeling of the PMD of the fiber channel.
PMD is mathematically modeled as a concatenation of polariza-
tion-maintaining fibers with varying group delays and rotations
of the principal axes [5], [32]–[34]. Therefore, fiber frequency
response is given by

(1)

where

. Where represents the group delay induced by the th sec-
tion (each section has equal length). is the scattering matrix
and gives a frequency-independent coordinate transformation of
the principal axes and and , respectively, denote the random
polarization and phase angles and are randomly generated with
uniform distributions over .

For the scattering matrix , there are more alternatives.
Some authors use slightly different scattering matrices [35].
Total product of the matrices in (1) results in a frequency-de-
pendent unitary matrix where represents the angular
frequency deviation from the carrier angular frequency .
Therefore, we have a baseband equivalent transfer function.
Based on the scattering matrices used, may be a general
unitary matrix or a structured unitary matrix in the following
form [4], [36]:

(2)

satisfying the unitaryness constraint (
for all ).

As a result, overall channel PMD transfer function is a parau-
nitary matrix (i.e.,unitary at each frequency). Polarization-de-
pendent loss may distort the unitary structure; however, it is as-
sumed to be negligible. For all the simulations presented in this
article, we used a fiber cable of length of 100 km having a PMD
parameter equal to 1 ps/ , resulting in a total mean
DGD of 10 ps.

A. Discrete-Time Equivalent Channel

Since the overall channel for the fiber link is bandlimited
due to transmit and receive filters, we can model the effective

Fig. 2. Channel simulation model.

channel within the transmission band in the sampled domain,
as shown in Fig. 2. The impulse response of the corresponding
system can be obtained by fitting an FIR impulse response spec-
trum to the transfer function in the transmit band with a least
squares approximation. Although the overall channel is a 2 2
MIMO system, we describe the fitting procedure for one of its
four scalar components.

1) The transmitted discrete-time sequence is represented by
. Typically, either real-valued BPSK or com-

plex-valued QPSK-QAM constellations are used for trans-
mission symbols.

2) Let and be the impulse responses of the
transmit and the receive filters, respectively, where we
choose , i.e., as the matched filter to
the transmit pulse shaping filter. Let represent the
impulse response corresponding to the fiber link, i.e.,
the inverse continuous time Fourier transform (CTFT) of

. Then, the overall channel impulse response would
be equivalent to

(3)

where .
3) As stated earlier, the combined receive transmit filter im-

pulse response is selected as the raised cosine spec-
trum [ is a square-root raised cosine filter and
is time reversed and conjugated version of ] whose
CTFT is bandlimited to

(4)

where is the symbol period. Therefore, the CTFT of the
combined channel is also bandlimited to

(5)

4) As is bandlimited to , the output of the receive
filter , which is given by

(6)

would also be bandlimited to . Therefore, sampling
at a rate of (Nyquist sampling rate) would be

sufficient

(7)
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where is the upsampled version (with an upsampling
rate of 2) of , i.e.,

(8)

and are the sampled version of the continuous time
impulse response with a sampling rate of , i.e.,

(9)

Since is bandlimited to , the discrete-time
Fourier transform (DTFT) of obeys

(10)

Now a causal FIR filter approximation is fit to this fre-
quency spectrum

(11)

where is the filter length, which is chosen to be an odd
number. The parameters can be found by applying
least squares to the system of equations obtained by evalu-
ating aforementioned equation at different frequencies. As-
suming that a symbol-rate sampling is used at the receiver,
and we represent the symbol-spaced receive filter output
samples with , we have

(12)

where the overall discrete-time equivalent channel is
given by

(13)

Following the steps described earlier, all four scalar compo-
nents of the 2 2 MIMO discrete-time equivalent impulse re-
sponse of the overall channel can be obtained. In other words,
if represent the impulse response of the channel between
the input and output obtained by the procedure above, we
can write the overall discrete-time equivalent impulse response
as

(14)

The resulting discrete-time impulse response could be used
to measure the effective ISI of the overall channel (before com-
pensation) as a function of symbol rate. For that purpose, we
introduce the signal to ISI energy ratio (SISIR) measure defined
as

(15)

Fig. 3. Mean and standard deviation variation around its mean of SISIR (dB)
for data rates between 1 Gsymbol/s and 55 Gsymbols/s (for a fiber with a total
mean DGD of 10 ps).

where is the Frobenius norm1 of the main tap (i.e., the tap with
the maximum Frobenius norm)

(16)

In Fig. 3, for a fiber with a total mean DGD of 10 ps (which is
the fiber link assumed in simulations), we plot SISIR as a func-
tion of symbol rate. Due to the random nature of PMD, SISIR
is also random. Therefore, we plot its mean and its standard de-
viation variation around its mean values.

The graph indicates that increasing data rates result in higher
ISI (lower SISIR) as expected. This is because when we in-
crease the data rate, the dispersion-induced pulse broadening be-
comes longer than symbol periods due to the decreased symbol
durations.

In the rest of the article, we would assume that the symbol
rates are moderately low (e.g., less than 10 Gsymbols/s) such
that the ISI is not the limiting factor. In such a scenario, main
limiting factor will be the crosstalk between the two PDM chan-
nels induced by the fiber-induced polarization fluctuation, and
in the following sections, we introduce various algorithms to
solve this problem. The high symbol-rate case, where both ISI
and the polarization crosstalk need to be handled, will be the
subject of a separate article.

III. BLIND SEPARATION OF POLARIZATION CHANNELS FOR

LOW SYMBOL RATES

Blind processing is used when no training signal is available.
Although the training-based (i.e., supervised) adaptive filtering
is currently being used in several communication applications,
it has serious drawbacks. First of all, the useful available band-
width of the channel is wasted by training sequences. This re-
duces the overall capacity of the channel drastically. Further-
more, there are some cases where the use of training sequences

1Frobenius norm of an matrix is defined as
.
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Fig. 4. BSS setup.

is not practical or very difficult to establish: The same commu-
nication link may be shared by several users and inclusion of a
new user requires interruption in the service for other users. Fur-
thermore, locating and synchronizing the training data location
may be a nontrivial task especially for high-rate signals. Finally,
due to the nonstationary nature of the fiber link, the receiver al-
gorithm needs to track the variations without using training in-
formation. As a result, unsupervised or blind adaptation of re-
ceivers is more preferable, which is indeed our approach in this
work. Blind separation is the process of extracting original input
signals from their mixtures without any information about the
mixing matrix and with only some information about the statis-
tics of the input data. A general setup for the separation problem
is shown in Fig. 4, where

• are independent source signals and
are the mixture signals. In the PDM application, and are
both equal to 2, i.e., there are two source signals, and

, corresponding to two sequences transmitted at the
orthogonal polarizations and two mixture signals,
and , corresponding to the orthogonal polarization
signals at the receiver.

• is the unknown mixing channel. In the PDM application,
there are two input polarization signals and two output po-
larization signals. Therefore, is a 2 2 system. For the
low symbol rate case assumed in this article, the mixing
system is memoryless, i.e., the mixtures at any time in-
stants are functions of only the sources at the same time in-
stant, which is referred as the instantaneous BSS problem.
This refers to the case where there is no mixing in time and
therefore no ISI. As noted before, the instantaneous BSS
scenario is applicable only if the symbol rate is low such
that the frequency response of the channel within the trans-
mission bandwidth can be assumed to be flat. Referencing
Fig. 3, for data rates up to 10 Gsymbols/s, the channel can
be considered practically ISI free as SISIR is considerably
high at those rates (for the assumed fiber link with a total
mean DGD of 10 ps). In this case, the outputs and of

can be written as

(17)

• The purpose of BSS is to extract the source signals from
the observation sequences using a linear system with
transfer matrix , i.e.

(18)

where contains the
estimates of the source signals. is obtained adaptively
from the time samples (realizations) of . No a priori
knowledge of and no training sequences are assumed.

• For a typical BSS algorithm, is decomposed into two
operators where
— is used to whiten the channel outputs. The output

of this section is two uncorrelated signals.
— is the unitary separator, which is used to convert un-

correlated signals generated by the whitening block into
independent original polarization signals.

Fortunately, in the fiber PDM, application mixing channel
is (nearly) unitary due to our standing assumptions
about the fiber model. Therefore, whitening phase can
be skipped, which brings a considerable relief in terms
of complexity for the BSS algorithm implementation.
Therefore, we can choose and consequently

.
Although the elements of are uncorrelated, they are
not necessarily independent. Therefore, our goal is to ob-
tain a unitary matrix , which will convert the uncorre-
lated vector into an independent vector. For such a
choice of , we would obtain

(19)

where is a permutation matrix and is a diagonal matrix
with unit-magnitude complex entries given as

(20)

Here matrices and represent the unavoidable permu-
tation (ordering of polarizations) and phase ambiguities.
These ambiguities can be easily resolved via exploitation
of some side information after convergence. The algorithm
introduced in the next section restricts the phase ambi-
guity to a set of finite values (e.g.,
for 4-QPSK signaling), which could be easily resolved and
compensated.

• Obtaining to convert the uncorrelated vector into an
independent vector is typically posed as an optimization
problem in the form

Here is the objective/cost function, which reflects the
level of independence of as a function of , to be opti-
mized. Different choices for leads to development of dif-
ferent algorithms with varying performance and complex-
ities. In the next section, we introduce a low-complexity
BSS approach suitable for implementation in high symbol
rate optical fiber communication systems.
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IV. MB-BSS ALGORITHM FOR POLARIZATION SEPARATION

The approach that we follow in this article exploits the
bounded magnitude property of digital communication sources,
in addition to the independence of polarization components;
hence, it is named BSS for bounded magnitude sources
(MB-BSS) [31].

The MB-BSS approach is based on the optimization setting

which corresponds to minimizing the maximum real component
of the output over all output components and over the ensemble.
This setting does not have a closed form solution, so the solution
is obtained through a simple search process. Since the objec-
tive function is convex but nonsmooth, the search is performed
through the use of subgradient directions. The following sec-
tions describe the original algorithm proposed in [31] and its
low-complexity variations.

A. Windowed Version of the MB-BSS Algorithm

In order to obtain a practical algorithm for the proposed op-
timization setting, which can be used in real-time applications,
the evaluation of the maximum value of the infinity norm of

should be limited to a finite window of time samples of z,
i.e., . Here, we make a certain er-
godicity assumption that these time samples reflect (or approx-
imate) the ensemble behavior in terms of the infinity norm of
z. The basic subgradient search algorithm corresponding to the
optimization setting above, which is proposed in [31] can be de-
scribed as follows:

If we define

as the matrix of input values in the window of interest, then for
a given , the corresponding outputs can be placed in a matrix

Then, update of the algorithm is given as

(21)

where is the value of at the th iteration, is the
output matrix calculated based on , is the index
for the maximum real component magnitude entry of ,
is the step size at the th iteration, is the unprojected
version of the updated , is the projection operator to the
unitary matrix set, is the th column of [which is

] with its elements complex conjugated, and is the
th standard basis vector.
After each subgradient update, matrix is potentially moved

away from the set of unitary matrices. Therefore, the updated
matrix needs to be projected back onto the unitary matrix set

to realize the unitary constraint. The technique we use for

is minimum-(Frobenious)-distance orthogonalization. With this
technique, we try to find the projection operator, which projects

to the minimum Frobenius-distance unitary matrix. The
projection is obtained by (see e.g., [37])

(22)

where is the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of .

B. Simplified Version of the MB-BSS Algorithm

In order to reduce the implementation complexity of the win-
dowed MB-BSS algorithm, we propose the following simpli-
fication: The original windowed version of the MB-BSS algo-
rithm requires storage to keep track of the maximum value and
the corresponding subgradient components. The need for such
storage could be eliminated by replacing window-based struc-
ture with a sample-by-sample update structure. According to
this method, the current maximum magnitude real output of
the separator is compared against a target value, which could
be calculated from the constellation structure. For example, if
4-QAM type constellation is used for both polarizations, the
target level for the maximum absolute real component is equal
to 1 assuming that the output is normalized to have a variance of
2. The corresponding algorithm can be summarized as follows:

• Assume that the received signal vector is (channel
output) at the instant. Then, the separator output is
given as

(23)

• Let and let be the index of this
maximum. For example, if then , otherwise

. The simplified MB-BSS algorithm compares
with 1. If , no operation is performed. If ,
then the separator is updated with the subgradient given by
(21).

(24)

(25)

where

(26)

After the separator update, the next step is unitary projec-
tion indicated by (25).

The second complicated step in the original algorithm is the
projection to the set of unitary matrices. This operation requires
that SVD is performed for each update or at least for a group
of updates. This would necessitate the use of a complicated
DSP unit with hard computational restrictions for the real-time
implementation.

In order to eliminate the need for the projection to unitary ma-
trices, one can use a parametrization approach to represent the
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unitary matrices. According to this approach, the unitary ma-
trix is parameterized with several unconstrained real variables;
therefore, the original constrained problem is converted to an
unconstrained one. The unconstrained version could potentially
enable a low-complexity hardware implementation.

Any general 2 2 unitary matrix can be parameterized as
follows:

(27)

where the exponential represents a global phase factor and is a
2 2 unitary matrix with determinant . Therefore, according
to (27), any general 2 2 unitary matrix can be parameterized
using four real parameters ( , and ).

The derivation of the parametric MB-BSS algorithm includes
partial derivatives with respect to the four real variables afore-
mentioned. We will use the chain rule to obtain the updates with
respect to these four real parameters. First, subgradient is ob-
tained with respect to the unitary separator. After the subgra-
dient is obtained, the parameterized unitary separator is differ-
entiated with respect to the four real parameters. We will only
show the derivation for the variable since we perform the same
operations for the remaining parameters. The gradient with re-
spect to is derived through the following steps:

1) The cost function can be first written in a more convenient
form in terms of the vectorized version of

(28)

where “vec” denotes the vectorization operation of the ma-
trix and denotes the Kronecker product.

2) We can further process the resulting expression for the cost
function to write it in terms of vectors of real variables

(29)

where the subscript “R” denotes the real part of the com-
ponent while “I” denotes the imaginary part.

3) A subgradient of the cost function with respect to can be
written as

(30)

4) 2 Assuming that the cost function is differentiable with re-
spect to , which is true except at a discrete set of points,

2 refers to the th row of .

we apply the chain rule to obtain derivative with respect to

(31)

In order to obtain , first of all, the unitary sepa-
rator matrix is vectorized to obtain . Then, real and imag-
inary parts of the vector is placed on top of each other to
construct the vector . These operations were all explained
in preceding steps. If we skip the details, then the partial
derivative vector is given by

(32)

5) Final step is the update of the variable achieved as

(33)

where is given in (30) and in (32).
The elimination of the window structure together with
parametrization described earlier enables the implementa-
tion of the compensation using a low-complexity hardware
structure, eliminating the need for an embedded CPU. Simpli-
fied version of the algorithm removes the need for memory,
unitary projection operation, and other complex operations that
can only be carried out by DSPs. Therefore, the application of
the simplified algorithm with the parametric algorithm updates
makes the all-hardware implementation possible. The resulting
algorithm would update four real parameters based on the
result of the comparison of maximum absolute real component
with the threshold value. If an update is required, the four real
parameters are updated with the received signal vector .
Otherwise no operation is carried out. In the next section, we
present simplified hardware implementation corresponding to
the parametrization-based algorithm presented earlier.

C. Hardware Implementation of the Simplified MB-BSS

The simplified MB-BSS algorithm is suitable for low-
complexity hardware implementation as it does not contain
computationally involved operations such as SVD or matrix
inversion. Fig. 5 illustrates a sample implementation for the
simplified MB-BSS algorithm. The overall structure consists of
two major functional sections.

1) “Threshold Decision” Unit: This block has two inputs,
which are the real components of the separator outputs.
This block determines whether an update is necessary or
not by threshold comparison. It has two outputs denoted
by signZ and Data Select. If an update is not necessary,
signZ is set to 0. Otherwise signZ indicates the sign of the
maximum magnitude real output of the separator (which
is given by (26)), and Data Select is the index of this
maximum (which is ).
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Fig. 5. Simplified hardware implementation of the overall simplified parametric MB-BSS system.

2) “Arithmetic Operations” Unit: This block is used to per-
form the algorithm updates on the parameters for the uni-
tary separator based on the control signals generated by the
threshold decision unit.

As this sample implementation suggests, the proposed adaptive
receiver structure could be implemented using a relatively low-
complexity structure. The next section presents the performance
of the proposed algorithms.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation performance of both
windowed MB-BSS algorithm and its simplified version. In the
simulations, we assume the following:

1) Each polarization uses 4-QPSK signalling.
2) The fiber link has a total mean DGD level of 10 ps. The

symbol rate is assumed to be 5 Gsymbols/s. Therefore,
according to Fig. 3, SISIR is typically more than 30 dB,
which implies that the effects of ISI due to PMD is neg-
ligible. In other words, the performance of the receiver
would be limited by the noise and the polarization sep-
aration performance.

3) The output of the fiber channel is assumed to be cor-
rupted by amplifier spontaneous emission (ASE) noise
caused by erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs),
which is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise.

4) The receiver A–D converters (ADC) are assumed to have
a precision of 5 bits.

A. Simulation Results for the Windowed MB-BSS Algorithm

We first present simulation results for the windowed version
of the MB-BSS algorithm. In these simulations, the SNR (where

noise component is due to ASE only) level is chosen as 20 dB.
The receiver employs a moving window version of the algorithm
described earlier, where each window has a length of 30 sam-
ples. The simulation results for the windowed MB-BSS algo-
rithm are shown in Fig. 6, where (a) is the constellation plot for
one of the polarization components at the compensator input, (b)
is the constellation plot for one of the polarizations at the com-
pensator output after convergence. Fig. 6(c) shows the signal
to interference noise power ratio (SINR) as a function of itera-
tions. According to this figure, SINR quickly and successfully
converges to the vicinity of 20 dB limit in about 100 iterations.
This would correspond to a time span of 3000 symbols, which
would be equivalent to 0.6 s. Since random variations in fiber
polarization state occur in millisecond time scales, the algorithm
would be successful in both acquiring the initial separation level
and tracking the channel variation due to the fiber-induced po-
larization fluctuation.

In order to illustrate the behavior of the moving window algo-
rithm over many different realizations of the fiber channel, we
repeated the simulation for 10 000 different realizations of the
fiber channel for an SNR level of 20 dB. In each simulation run,
we recorded the final SINR value achieved at the output of the
separator. Then, we obtained the empirical distribution [proba-
bility density function (pdf)] of the SINRs based on these 10 000
values. In order to illustrate the effect of the symbol rate, we per-
formed these experiments for both 5 Gsymbols/s and 20 Gsym-
bols/s. The empirical probability distribution functions obtained
in these simulations are shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen from
these figures, for 5 Gsymbols/s symbol rate, the output SINR
is closely distributed around 20 dB. This indicates that the al-
gorithm successfully recovers orthogonal polarization signals.
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Fig. 6. MB-BSS simulation result for dB for moving window
approach. (a) The corrupted channel output; (b) The separator output (recovered
sources); (c) SINR convergence curve.

Fig. 7. Windowed algorithm: Output SINR distributions (after the convergence
of the algorithm) for 5 Gsymbols/s and 20 Gsymbols/s. (ASE dB).

In 20 Gsymbols/s symbol rate, since the ISI component of the
channel becomes strong, the SINR level is distributed around
12–20 dB. The algorithm is still successful in separating polar-
izations; however, the ISI component caused by the time dis-
persion degrades the SINR level. This is not a surprising result,
as we noted earlier that the algorithm introduced in this article
does not handle the time dispersion effects due to PMD.

Fig. 8. Simplified parametric MB-BSS simulation result for dB.
(a) The corrupted channel output; (b) The separator output (recovered sources);
(c) SINR convergence curve.

B. Simulation Results for the Simplified Parametric MB-BSS
Algorithm

In order to illustrate the performance of the simplified
MB-BSS algorithm, we repeated the earlier simulation setup
with the new algorithm. However, the SNR (due to ASE) level
is decreased to 10 dB, which is even more challenging than the
previous example. Fig. 8 shows the simulation results, where
(a) and (b) are again the constellation plots at the input and
output of the receiver compensator, respectively, for one of the
polarization components. The convergence of SINR as a func-
tion of iterations is displayed in Fig. 8. According to this figure
approximately 760 updates are sufficient for the convergence.
This data duration corresponds to 0.152 s at 5 Gsymbols/s. We
can, therefore, conclude that simplified parametric MB-BSS
has also fast convergence behavior with sufficient performance
level. Over the various channel and noise scenarios that we
experimented, typically both the windowed algorithm and the
simplified parametric algorithm achieve very similar SINR
levels, i.e., there is no loss in using the simplified algorithm.

In order to evaluate the performance of the simplified algo-
rithm on various realizations of the fiber channel, we repeated
the aforementioned experiment for 10 000 times. We calcu-
lated the empirical pdfs for SINRs for both 5 Gsymbols/s
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Fig. 9. Simplified parametric algorithm: Output SINR distributions (after the
convergence of the algorithm) for 5 Gsymbols/s and 20 Gsymbols/s. (ASE

dB).

and 20 Gsymbols/s, which are shown in Fig. 9. Similar to the
windowed version, the SINR values are at the close vicinity
of the 10 dB level, especially for 5 Gsymbols/s case. The
performance degradation in 20 Gsymbols/s is not high due to
the fact that the ISI level in this case is mostly below the noise
level corresponding to 10 dB SNR level for the channel.

To conclude, based on the simulation results, for both win-
dowed and simplified parametric algorithms, both of the algo-
rithms are successful in achieving separation of polarization
components.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a framework for the development
of adaptive receivers for fiber optic systems employing the PDM
scheme. The use of the PDM scheme promises potential in-
crease of the data transmission rate if the receiver successfully
counteracts the space mixing caused by the fiber-induced po-
larization fluctuation phenomenon. The MB-BSS-based frame-
work targets to achieve this goal, where the proposed algorithms
could lead to increase in data rates due to the fact that near
perfect polarization separation can be achieved using an un-
supervised adaptive structure. The simulation results illustrate
that the proposed approach can achieve near optimal perfor-
mance levels. Due to its fast convergence speed, in microsecond
time scales, the tracking of the nonstationary fiber channel is
possible.
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